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REPORT
Paired-Duplication Signatures Mark Cryptic Inversions
and Other Complex Structural Variation
Harrison Brand,1,2,9 Ryan L. Collins,1,9 Carrie Hanscom,1 Jill A. Rosenfeld,3 Vamsee Pillalamarri,1
Matthew R. Stone,1 Fontina Kelley,4 Tamara Mason,4 Lauren Margolin,4 Stacey Eggert,1 Elyse Mitchell,5
Jennelle C. Hodge,5,6 James F. Gusella,1,4,7 Stephan J. Sanders,8 and Michael E. Talkowski1,2,4,*
Copy-number variants (CNVs) have been the predominant focus of genetic studies of structural variation, and chromosomal microarray
(CMA) for genome-wide CNV detection is the recommended first-tier genetic diagnostic screen in neurodevelopmental disorders. We
compared CNVs observed by CMA to the structural variation detected by whole-genome large-insert sequencing in 259 individuals diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) from the Simons Simplex Collection. These analyses revealed a diverse landscape of complex
duplications in the human genome. One remarkably common class of complex rearrangement, which we term dupINVdup, involves
two closely located duplications (‘‘paired duplications’’) that flank the breakpoints of an inversion. This complex variant class is cryptic
to CMA, but we observed it in 8.1% of all subjects. We also detected other paired-duplication signatures and duplication-mediated complex rearrangements in 15.8% of all ASD subjects. Breakpoint analysis showed that the predominant mechanism of formation of these
complex duplication-associated variants was microhomology-mediated repair. On the basis of the striking prevalence of dupINVdups in
this cohort, we explored the landscape of all inversion variation among the 235 highest-quality libraries and found abundant
complexity among these variants: only 39.3% of inversions were canonical, or simple, inversions without additional rearrangement.
Collectively, these findings indicate that dupINVdups, as well as other complex duplication-associated rearrangements, represent relatively common sources of genomic variation that is cryptic to population-based microarray and low-depth whole-genome sequencing.
They also suggest that paired-duplication signatures detected by CMA warrant further scrutiny in genetic diagnostic testing given that
they might mark complex rearrangements of potential clinical relevance.

Structural variation (SV) is a major source of genomic
diversity and a common cause of human disease. Most
human-disease studies and population-based characterization of SVs to date have focused on copy-number variants
(CNVs). This emphasis has been dictated both by technical
limitations on delineating copy-neutral classes of SV and
by the considerable and well-established risk conferred
by large-dosage imbalances in many developmental and
neuropsychiatric disorders.1–5 Microarray-based technologies are the conventional method for CNV detection, and
chromosomal microarray (CMA) is currently the recommended first-tier diagnostic screen for developmental
abnormalities of unknown etiology, as well as for
genome-wide prenatal genetic diagnostic testing. These
methods are capable of detecting DNA copy gains and
losses but are blind to balanced genomic alterations.6,7
In a recent whole-genome sequencing (WGS) study of
youth with early-onset neuropsychiatric disorders, we
detected a spectrum of complex chromosomal rearrangements that involved an apparent duplication-associated mechanism.8 Recent cytogenetic studies have also
described complex duplication-associated rearrangements
and their plausible mechanisms.9,10 Although the impact
of deletion on gene function is generally predictable, the

consequence of duplication is less certain. Duplications
can occur in tandem or can involve insertion of the duplicated copy into a distant locus, potentially with deleterious
effects through altered dosage or gene disruption at the
insertion site. These secondary consequences beyond a
mere increase in DNA dosage are invisible to CMA. The
above studies suggest that these complex rearrangements
associated with duplications are more common than has
been appreciated by population sequencing or clinical
diagnostic evaluation.
We hypothesized that a fraction of duplications delineated by microarray are misclassified and mark complex
SVs that are not detectable by analyses restricted to
dosage imbalance. We performed long-insert, or ‘‘jumping
library,’’11 WGS for 259 subjects who had been diagnosed
with autism spectrum disorder (ASD [MIM: 209850]) and
had been previously screened for CNVs by CMA as part
of the Simons Simplex Collection (SSC).12,13 All subjects
provided informed consent to participate in the SSC, and
this study was approved by the institutional review board
of Partners HealthCare. Karyotype analysis for cytogenetically visible chromosome rearrangements has never been
performed on the SSC. Jumping-library WGS enables
high physical coverage of rearrangement breakpoints via
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Figure 1. Paired Duplications Mark Cryptic Inversions
(A) Duplication of two loci in proximity (segments A and C, in blue) flanks an inversion (segment B, in green) of the interval between the
paired-duplication breakpoints. This example involves the rearrangement of 2.91 Mb of chromosome 14 (gray) in an ASD proband.
(B) WGS clearly delineated the two flanking duplications (top), which were confirmed by microarray (bottom). Sequencing depth (top) is
represented by the binwise t-score of the scaled physical sequence depth from mapped inserts in this ASD proband when normalized
against all other probands in the cohort (n ¼ 259). Blue bins indicate a statistically significant sequencing-depth alteration that exceeds
a Bonferroni-corrected threshold. Gray shading represents either one (dark gray) or two (light gray) binwise median absolute deviations
across all probands. Flanking duplications as delineated by clustered read pairs are highlighted in yellow. Microarray intensities (bottom)
are plotted as log2 marker-intensity ratios; all markers corresponding to the microarray duplication calls are shaded blue. All coordinates
listed are based upon the GRCh37 reference genome build version 71 (UCSC Genome Browser).

mapped inserts between paired reads at a resolution proportional to the size of the insert.14 We have previously
demonstrated that the method can be optimized to yield
sufficient physical coverage of the genome to capture
both balanced and unbalanced SV in basic research and
in clinical diagnostic practice.8,14–17 We generated jumping libraries according to published protocols with a median insert size of 3.75 kb, and subjects were sequenced
to an average of 94.13 haploid physical coverage.18
We performed analyses by integrating three algorithms
that we customized for long-insert libraries: LUMPY,19
cn.MOPS,20 and our SV classifier.8 These computational
methods detect both anomalous read pairs that cluster in
proximity to SV breakpoints and genomic intervals with
aberrant sequencing depth indicating copy gain or loss.
Sanders and colleagues have previously described methods
for all CMA analyses used here.13
WGS revealed that a surprisingly high proportion of
individuals in this cohort harbored a complex genomic
rearrangement associated with duplications. The most
abundant class of complex variation was marked by a
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dosage signature of two closely located duplications
(‘‘paired duplications’’) flanking a cryptic inversion
(termed dupINVdup here; Figure 1). We observed at least
one dupINVdup in 8.1% (21/259) of all sequenced ASD
probands (Table 1). We recently described one example
of a dupINVdup in a subject with an early-onset neuropsychiatric disorder featuring an inversion of 5.25 Mb, and
similar variants have been confirmed from cytogenetic
studies.8,9 The dupINVdup inversions in this cohort
ranged in size from 39.6 kb to 4.3 Mb, whereas their corresponding flanking duplications ranged from 611 bp to
587 kb. Some dupINVdup variants, such as a dupINVdup
with overlapping duplication breakpoints to form a triplication, contained additional complexity (Table S1).
We discovered additional paired-duplication sequence
signatures that marked other duplication-associated complex rearrangements in addition to dupINVdup variants.
One such signature was a duplication with a nested deletion (dupDELdup; Figure 2A), which appeared as a paired
duplication because an internal deletion in the duplicated
region caused the deleted segment to remain at a normal
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Table 1.

Characteristics of Duplication-Associated Complex Rearrangements
Variants

Class
dupINVdup

dupDELdup

Other complex
duplication inversions

Additional Complexity

Total

Private

Median Size (kb)
Polymorphic

Cohort Frequency (n ¼ 259)

Duplication

Inversion

no

16

15

1

18 (6.9%)

48.0

272.3

yes

3

3

0

3 (1.2%)

36.5

169.5

no

7

7

0

7 (2.7%)

58.1

–

yes

2

2

0

2 (0.8%)

26.1

18.0

–

8

4

4

15 (5.7%)

63.0

76.4

diploid copy number. In two complex variants, an interstitial inversion occurred within a larger duplication, and
this inversion was flanked by a deletion, thus presenting
with a three-duplication signature (Figure 2B). Other complex duplication-associated variants included an inversion
flanked by a 30 duplication and a 50 deletion (Figure 2C),
three inverted tandem repeats,21 three inversions flanked
by a single duplication, and a duplicated inversion with a
nested deletion. Six subjects each harbored two complex
duplication events, but all observed variants were rare in
this population such that no variant exceeded a cohort frequency of 1.5% (4/259 individuals). Collectively, 15.8%
(41/259) of all subjects in this cohort harbored at least
one duplication-associated rearrangement with substantial
complexity that was cryptic to CMA and other analyses
restricted to dosage imbalance (Table 1).
We evaluated the breakpoint sequences of these duplication-associated complex variants to provide insight
into potential mechanisms of formation. Analysis of
all breakpoints suggested predominantly microhomology-mediated mechanisms (Table 1; Figure 3). Among
all resolved dupINVdup breakpoints (Table S1), 55.6%
(20/36) exhibited 2–29 bp of microhomology at one or
more breakpoints, suggesting microhomology-mediated
mechanisms, such as break-induced replication, in the
formation of the rearrangement.22,23 The breakpoints
of five dupINVdup variants lay within pairs of repetitive genomic features with high sequence homology
(>100 bp of >90% sequence homology, on average)—
two pairs of Alu repeats, two pairs of LINE repeats, and
one pair of tandem repeats—indicating non-allelic homologous recombination as a possible mechanism of formation for these rearrangements.24 Only three dupINVdup
variants were more consistent with non-homologous
end joining, although two of these breakpoints displayed
a single base of microhomology. Analysis of a subset of
20 breakpoints from other complex duplication events
demonstrated microhomology patterns similar to those
observed for dupINVdup variants alone. In sum, we
predicted microhomology-mediated repair to occur for
51.8% (29/56) of all breakpoints. We also observed that
28.6% (16/56) of all breakpoints included non-templated
inserted sequences; this proportion is comparable to the
previous finding that 24.8% of breakpoints were from

large, cytogenetically detectable balanced chromosomal
abnormalities.17
Given the surprisingly high frequency of dupINVdup
variants and other CNV-associated inversions in our
analyses, we scrutinized all inversion breakpoints detected
in the genomes of 235 probands with the highest-quality
sequencing metrics (>603 physical coverage) to determine
the fraction of genomic inversion variants that comprised
simple, or canonical, inverted sequence without concomitant CNV or additional complexity. Remarkably, of
all 471 independent inversion variants identified, only
39.3% (185/471) represented canonical inversions. The
remainder of inverted segments could be classified into
three broader categories: inversion with one or more flanking CNVs (141/471 [29.9%]), inverted insertion (88/471
[18.7%]), and more-complex rearrangements involving
inverted sequence (57/471 [12.1%]) (Figure 3C). Notably,
88.1% (415/471) of all inversion variants were fully
resolved at jumping-library resolution. The remaining
variants had one incompletely resolved breakpoint, and
these ‘‘single-end mapped’’ inversions might harbor
additional complexity. We also observed an inverse correlation between inversion complexity and population frequency. Complex inversion with concomitant duplication
occurred in just 3.8% (12/317) of polymorphic inversion
variants (observed in more than one proband), whereas
20.1% (31/154) of private inversion variants (observed in
only one individual) harbored one or more flanking duplications (chi-square test, p ¼ 2.1 3 108). These findings
indicate possible selective pressure against complex duplication-associated inversion rearrangements and warrant
further study. Notably, inversion breakpoint complexity
might be yet more prevalent for smaller genomic variants
than detected here via large-insert libraries.
The functional impact and pathogenic potential of
duplication-associated complex variants are likely to be
variant specific and locus specific. A dupINVdup can alter
gene dosage by producing extra copies of genes on the inverted segment or represent loss-of-function (LoF) variants
in which the inversion directly disrupts a gene. We predict
that the dupINVdup variants identified in this cohort
duplicate 27 genes, disrupt the coding sequence of three
genes, and produce one possible fusion gene (KCNH5
[MIM: 605716] and FUT8 [MIM: 602589]) (Table S1). We
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Figure 2. Sequencing Identifies a Spectrum of Complex Rearrangements Associated with Duplications Detected by
Microarray
Sequencing revealed that 7.6% of rare (%
1% population frequency) duplications
detected by microarray at 40-kb resolution
or greater were associated with cryptic
complex rearrangements. The majority of
these complex duplications were pairedduplication inversions (dupINVdup) as
described in Figure 1; however, we also
observed a spectrum of complex duplication-mediated rearrangements, such as
duplications with nested deletions misclassified by microarray as single large duplications (A), complex duplication inversions
with internal deletions (B), or rare duplications flanking inversions with distal deletions (C). See Figure 1 for a description of
sequencing-depth plots.

assessed inheritance for each dupINVdup event and found
that only one (a dupINVdup on chr13) arose de novo, suggesting that most events were stably inherited from a
parent (Table S1). In this cohort, we did not observe a
paternal bias in the transmission of dupINVdup variants
(63.6% maternal, 31.8% paternal, and 4.5% de novo). Un-

fortunately, WGS of all parents and
unaffected siblings was outside of
the scope of these analyses, and a
large-scale healthy control population with deep coverage from largeinsert WGS is not available to permit
further interpretation of pathogenicity. Nonetheless, we predict that
one dupINVdup duplicates AMBP
(MIM: 178760), a gene recently implicated in ASD risk by analysis of de novo LoF variants from
exome sequencing studies.25,26 Further, in an independent
analysis of a proband presenting with a neuropsychiatric
phenotype and dysmorphic features, we detected a
dupINVdup variant that involved a 22.4-Mb pericentric
inversion that directly disrupted AUTS2 (MIM: 607270), a
Figure 3. Characteristics of Complex
Duplication and Inversion Rearrangements
(A) Sizes of complex duplications (gold
bars) are compared to those of all rare
duplications identified in four or fewer
individuals in this cohort (allele frequency % 1.5%; blue bars).
(B) Characterization of all 471 inversion
variants detected among the 235 highestquality proband WGS libraries (>603
haploid physical coverage) revealed that
only 185/471 (39.3%) of inversion variants
were simple, or canonical, inversions.
(C) Microhomology-mediated breakpoint
formation (green) was the predominant
feature among all breakpoints of complex duplication-mediated rearrangements
identified in this cohort. Notably, seven
breakpoints also featured the insertion of
non-templated sequence (blue) in excess
of 10 bp.
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Figure 4. A Large Pericentric dupINVdup Directly Disrupts AUTS2 in a Proband with a Neuropsychiatric Phenotype
(A) A de novo dupINVdup involves a 22.4-Mb pericentric inversion that is flanked by 59- and 38-kb duplications (blue) and directly disrupts AUTS2, a known pathogenic locus in ASD. Karyotype analysis confirmed the presence of the pericentric inversion, corroborating
the proposed structure of the dupINVdup variants detected herein. The karyotype interpretation was inv(7)(p13q11.23).
(B) Cortex expression data from the GTEx consortium portal27 (see Web Resources) are shown for the most common AUTS2 transcript.
The breakpoint of this de novo disruptive dupINVdup is shown in red.

known pathogenic locus in ASD (Figure 4).16,28–30 The
22.4-Mb inversion in this rearrangement was confirmed
by karyotype. Collectively, these data suggest that a subset
of dupINVdup and other duplication-associated complex
rearrangements are likely to contribute to ASD etiology.
However, most variants were inherited from an unaffected
parent. Given the lack of a comparison population-based
control cohort, we conservatively interpret the majority
of these complex duplication-associated rearrangements
as representing standing classes of genomic variation
that has not been systematically captured by populationbased CMA and short-read sequencing. Determining the
overall contribution of these complex variants to human
disease will require large-scale WGS studies.
The paired duplications associated with the largest
dupINVdup were detectable by CMA in the SSC, and the frequency of these complex SVs suggests that such previously
uncharacterized rearrangements could have a meaningful
impact on clinical diagnostic testing. Given that CMA is
the recommended first-tier screen for many developmental
disorders and unexplained congenital anomalies, we reanalyzed clinical diagnostic CMA data from 33,573 subjects,
19,556 (58%) of whom were referred for a neurodevelopmental phenotype.16 We surveyed rare (<1% frequency)
paired duplications (i.e., two duplications within 5 Mb of
each other on the same chromosome) that were detectable
at the resolution of CMA, which averages 240 kb across
the genomic backbone and 40 kb in some specifically targeted regions.16 Despite the fact that this resolution is lower
than that of SNP microarrays and WGS, we discovered that
at least 1.4% of affected subjects harbored a paired-duplication signature in these data. These analyses indicate that a
subset of the complex variants associated with relatively
large flanking duplications are detectable at CMA resolution
and can confound genetic diagnostic evaluation when it is
limited to interpretation of dosage imbalance alone.

In this brief report, we demonstrate the surprising abundance and considerable complexity of duplication-associated cryptic SVs. These results highlight the benefits of
sequence-based technologies that achieve high physical
coverage in capturing the spectrum of SV beyond dosage
imbalances. They suggest that classes of complex SV such
as those described here should be considered in both basic
research and clinical diagnostic practice. Indeed, we found
that 7.6% of all rare duplications (%1% population frequency) detected by SNP microarray at 40-kb resolution
are part of more-complex rearrangements that are invisible to all microarray technologies. Because CMA-based
CNV evaluation is the currently recommended first-tier
clinical screen for many developmental abnormalities
and prenatal diagnosis,6,7,31 these data suggest that detecting such duplication signatures by CMA in genetic testing
might warrant further scrutiny with higher-resolution
approaches. These findings might be particularly relevant
for prenatal and pediatric populations with developmental
abnormalities of unknown etiology.
Supplemental Data
Supplemental Data include one table and can be found online
with this article at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ajhg.2015.05.012.
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